Everyone has the genes responsible for making factor VIII (the F8
gene) and factor IX (the F9 gene). These factors are necessary for
blood to clot.

Haemophilia is a genetic bleeding disorder where blood
doesn’t clot properly. It is caused when blood does not have
enough clotting factor. A clotting factor is a protein in blood that
controls bleeding.
There are two types of haemophilia. Both have the
same symptoms.

Haemophilia A is the most common form and is caused by
having low levels of clotting factor VIII (8).
Haemophilia B is caused by having low levels of clotting
factor IX (9).

Haemophilia is caused by a mutation or alteration in the F8 or F9
gene. This alteration interferes with the way the gene functions, so
that it doesn’t work as well as it should. As a result, the body does
not produce enough factor VIII or IX for blood to clot properly.

•

Men and boys with the gene alteration always have
haemophilia

•

Most women and girls with the gene alteration do not have
bleeding problems

•

Some women and girls with the gene alteration have
bleeding symptoms and may have haemophilia.

Haemophilia is rare. It occurs in all races and
socio-economic groups.

Haemophilia is not contagious. It is a genetic condition and a
person with haemophilia is born with it.
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Haemophilia in males

•

Approximately 1 in 6,000 males has haemophilia A

•

Approximately 1 in 25,000-30,000 males has haemophilia B

In Australia around 53% of men and boys with haemophilia have mild

Around 47% of men and boys with haemophilia have

Haemophilia in females

•

Research is being conducted worldwide to understand how
haemophilia affects females and how common it is.

•

haemophilia.

moderate or severe haemophilia.2

One study of Haemophilia Treatment Centre patients found 1.6
female carriers to 1 male with haemophilia – but noted there
would also be other females who did not know they were carriers.3

In Australia most women or girls who carry the gene alteration for haemophilia have
normal factor VIII or factor IX levels and do not have bleeding symptoms.

Around 20-30% of girls or women with the gene alteration causing haemophilia
have reduced factor levels and may have a bleeding tendency.
If a girl or woman’s factor levels are in the range for mild haemophilia ( 5 - 40% of normal clotting factor ), she is now recognised as
having mild haemophilia.
Some females with factor levels at the lower end of normal (40-50%) have abnormal bleeding. If investigation shows this is
related to haemophilia, they will be treated as having mild haemophilia.
Very rarely, girls or women have particularly low factor levels (below 5% of normal clotting factor) causing them to have
moderate or severe haemophilia.1, 4
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What happens when you
have haemophilia?
A key characteristic of haemophilia is
to have a bleeding tendency.
Haemophilia is a lifelong condition. It can’t yet be cured, but with
current treatments it can be managed effectively.
There are different levels of severity in haemophilia related to the
amount of clotting factor in the blood: mild, moderate and severe.
A person with haemophilia does not bleed any faster than anyone
else, but bleeding can continue for longer if it is not treated,
causing poor healing. Minor bruising or scratches on the skin are
not usually a problem.
For people with haemophilia, situations become more serious
when there is internal or prolonged bleeding. If normal first aid
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does not stop the bleeding, without other treatment the bleeding
can continue for days. Specialised treatment will be needed so
blood can clot normally.
A problem for many people with haemophilia is internal bleeding
episodes or ‘bleeds’ into muscles, or organs or joints, especially
knees, ankles or elbows. They cause painful swelling and bruising.
They can often happen as a result of injury. Some bleeds don’t
seem to have an obvious cause (sometimes called ‘spontaneous
bleeds’) - this is more common in people with severe haemophilia.

Treatment
Current haemophilia treatment helps the blood to clot normally.
Treatment may be used to prevent bleeding episodes or control a
bleeding episode once it starts.
For more information on treatment, see the Treatment Plan
section on page 29.

Haemophilia testing in women and girls
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NB: All photos in this booklet are stock images.

To find more information about haemophilia and carrying the
gene alteration, or to find out how to get in touch with your
local Haemophilia Foundation or a specialist Haemophilia
Treatment Centre, contact:

Haemophilia Foundation Australia
7 Dene Ave Malvern East Victoria 3145

T: 03 9885 7800 Toll free: 1800 807 173
E: hfaust@haemophilia.org.au
Or visit the HFA website: www.haemophilia.org.au

Important note
This booklet was developed by Haemophilia Foundation Australia for education and information purposes only and does
not replace advice from a treating health professional. Always see your health care provider for assessment and advice
about your individual health before taking action or relying on published information.
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